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SYNOPSIS 
Lost in Process is an experimental film which explores an array of audiovisual relationships 

in several thematic phases. The film comprises of separate sections, some of which use still 

image, video clips and manipulated imagery. With the visual aid of Adobe After Effects video 

software; and sound design made in Logic Pro digital audio software in addition to field 

recordings and foley elements, the recorded material has been used to create evocative 

audio-visual content which has been crafted and paired together. The audio undermines the 

imagery at points throughout, giving a sense of ambiguity to the multi-faceted moods 

explored within this experimental film. 

 

ARTIST STATEMENT 
Using self-captured still images, video footage, field recordings and music composition, the 

experimental film focused on the idea of abstracted reality. Using productions such as 

Waking Life (2001)  and Light is Calling (2004)  as inspiration. The piece aimed to achieve a 1 2

manipulated reality, placing the audio as the domineering force for orientation of projected 

mood and atmosphere. Using software; Adobe After Effects for video and Logic Pro for 

audio, Lost in Process is an exploration of audio and visual manipulation techniques. Some 

of the audio content featured sounds from the contraptions in the early realisation of this 

project. Initially, it was intended as a sound sculpture piece which evolved into an 

experimental film. The same techniques and mechanisms were used in the soundtrack 

where I saw them to be fitting and applicable to the imagery. 

 

The research into innovative soundtracks for moving image fuelled my practice and 

execution of this fragmented film experience, helped from using my research and inspiration 

from a variety of artists such as Mark Korven, Bebe & Louis Barron, Bernard Herrmann and 

Ry Cooder. The piece features a variety of sound components; soundscape, sound design 

and composition. Taking reference from my research into films such as Forbidden Planet 

1 Waking Life,  Film on DVD, Fox Searchlight Pictures, United States, 2001 
 
2 Light is Calling , Online Video, Accessed 12th Mar 19, ‘https://vimeo.com/10171103’, user - Bill Morrison 
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(1956) and sound design from video game INSIDE  to inform the variety of sound timbres 3

featured in the piece. 

 

Throughout the film, combinations of video, image and sound create experiences that 

radically differ from the passive, but instead, actively test the experiencer. The sound plays 

different roles as the piece progresses; backing up, adding to, or deceiving the given visual 

stimuli; whilst the visual content taking place aims to form associations and provoke 

elements from places such as a derelict church setting for example. At points I wanted the 

sound to deceive the imagery by evoking alternative elements and environments or making 

new elements come to being outside of the frame. An example of this would be a dried up 

stream which is experienced with the paired sound of running water. In this example, the 

sound is contrasting with the story the image tells us. The dissonance in the audio-visual 

experience is testing and may provoke new interpretations of the given scene, for instance 

using this example, the experiencer may be provoked to interpret the ‘faulty’ audio-visual 

relationship differently, triggering thoughts of changing seasons or time shifting. 

 

The sound design and soundtrack for this film was created in a wide variety of ways; some 

of it features the use of digital DAW compositions, whilst other pieces were recorded using 

analogue hardware; Korg microKORG and cassette tape loops which were brought into 

logic, arranged and mixed. I also used some kinetic contraptions to make the audio. One of 

which featured a film projector attached to a violin bow which would play the guitar, opened 

tuned to the key of A minor. 

 

After creating and experimenting with such contraptions, I recognised that I had perhaps 

been influenced by Jonny Greenwood’s OST for There Will Be Blood (2007) . My 4

interpretation of the soundtrack was that it attempted to mimic the mechanisms used to 

extract oil. This provoked the thought that; for music to fit into the film's space, it needs to act 

or imitate elements that would/could exist in that setting. 

 

The Logic Pro work used one technique which I have been refining throughout the year; the 

IR Space option in Logic’s space designer plugin. The feature allows the virtual space to be 

anything desired, the source sound is then put into the IR sound as the re-routed space; 

3 INSIDE, Video Game, 2016 , Playdead, Copenhagen, Denmark 
4 There Will Be Blood, Film on DVD, Paramount Vantage, United States, 2007 
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treating any changes in instrumentation and destructively affecting both. Throughout my 

research and refining of this technique, I’ve found that it’s best to use constant but subtle 

sound for the IR space; anything abrasive creates a level spike which can sound extremely 

unpleasant. The technique requires very meticulous and careful automation in levels to get 

the desired outcome. This I felt was one of the finer parts of the sound design featured in the 

piece. 

 

Experimenting with sound and picture in new ways, exploring more nuanced approaches 

and radical relationships with imagery, perspectives and environments, I gained a deeper 

understanding of the evocative power and nature these two types of experience creates. 

Having studied moving image for 2 years prior to the course, the final piece has allowed me 

to marry these two disciplines in the experimental fashion I have always wanted to utilise, 

using the knowledge and skills learnt throughout my studies and influences. 

 

In some ways what I'm trying to do with the film is beyond a challenge, it may not even be 

possible, but I keep pushing to try and find a way of abstracting video using digital software. I 

want to abstract it in a way that leaves much to the imagination, the imagination fills the 

blanks and the sound evokes moods and settings. This is what I’ve aimed to achieve 

through years of exploration in audio and video material. Sound is like a leech, latching onto 

its environment, painting it with an undertone. The sound injects itself into the memory, the 

audio is driving the perception and understanding of a scene. We are naive to the power of 

sound. 

 

 
  DIY Guitar Bow & Projector Contraption   Mark Korven, The Apprehension Engine,   Deceptive Stream With Running Water  5

 
 
 
 

5 Apprehension Engine, Mark Korven, Accessed 1 Nov 2018, 
https://i.cbc.ca/1.4182272.1498677402!/fileImage/httpImage/image.jpg_gen/derivatives/original_780/the-apprehension-engine.jpg 
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Evolution of Project 

 
The initial project did shift somewhat from some of my prior work which involved the idea to 

create a sound sculpture piece, inspired by the works of Jean Tinguely whose work I 

managed to see in Basel in the summer of 2017 at the Tinguely Museum.  

 

 
Early Installation Graphs 

With the original goal, the final piece would feature mechanisms in the space; old bits of tv 

components, radios and kinetic contraptions, simply creating sounds together in the space. 

The piece took a dramatic shift in the third year when the decision to change the piece into a 

moving image production took place. The audio from these contraptions ended up going into 

the sound design for the film. 

 

 

 
Contraptions & Devices Used For Initial Project Development 
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Ideas & Structure 
 

The film is a collection of themes. Each theme or phase of the film explores different moods, 

a crossover between sound design; drone tones, manipulated compositions, foley and score 

are present throughout. The intentions for the film were to express a variety of works, like a 

folio of sound material. The film is essentially lots of little experiments, tied together and 

contrasting with one another. Using my papers  as inspiration, the research fuelled my 6

desire and influence to try out the range of possibilities available with sound and image. 

 

 

 
Early Draft Structure For Film 

6 Soundtrack: Innovative Approaches in Film 
   Soundtrack: A Device To Guide Perception 
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Making the Sound Design 
 

 
Automating Audio In Logic Pro To Form Synergistic Relationship With Imagery 

 

Early on in the piece I played with the idea of using voice material paired and juxtaposed 

with imagery. I put an open call for works out via email. The content I received back was 

amazing and helped so much with the idea of sound themes, however with this in mind I 

ended up using the sound material as musical content, taking the voice stems and using 

them as percussive samples through varispeed and time warping techniques. 

 

 
Voice Sampler using EXS24 Sampler in Logic Pro 

 
               Using The IR function In Space Designer  Project Arrangement In Logic Pro 
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Finding Bass Frequencies In Numerical Format For Use In Logic Pro’s Klopfgeist Plugin 

 

 

      Graphic Score  Sound & Soundtrack Experiments 

 

 

The sound character and visual aesthetic were informed by one another, whilst using the 

research and film examples discussed in my Final Research Essay. 
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Sound Equipment List 

 
 

Music/Sound Design 
Boss RC-30  
Shure SM57  
Shure MV88  
BM1 eStudio 

Aiwa TP-VS500 
Sony WM-SP1 
Korg MicroKorg 

M-Audio Keyrig 49 
Zildjian ZBT Crash Cymbal 

Grundig Reporter Microphone 
Scarlett 2i2 Interface  
Yamaha C80 Guitar 

Yamaha Piano 
Fender Stratocaster MN Electric Guitar  

Melodica  
Djembe Drum 

 
Foley Materials 

Wooden Sticks/Branches 
Straw 

Dry Leaves 
Grass  
Stone 
Carpet 

Plastic Bottle  
Rubber Balloon 

Car Door/Engine/Horn 
Glass 
Brick 

Metal Gate  
Door 
Book 

Cutlery 
Clothing 

 
Field Recording Locations 

St Andrew’s Church, Westhall - Suffolk 
Stanmer Park - East Sussex 
Wissett Common - Suffolk 

Brighton Beach - East Sussex 
Bungay Common - Suffolk 
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Analysis of Film Sound  
 

Watching animations and experimental films inspired me throughout this project. Light is 

Calling (2004)  captured a mood that somehow evoked reflection, with its minimal score and 7

lack of diegetic sound, the piece has an air of mysticism; a rare quality to find in such a short 

piece. 

 

The Witch (2015). The horror and suspense evoked by Mark Korvens soundtrack send chills 

to the spine. The abrasive clashing of metal rods and springs gives us the atmospheric 

setting for the film. 

 

 
Jarin Blaschke, The Witch, 2015  8

 

 

Further studies of The Witch (2015)  in my Final Research Essay helped to delve into the 9

intricate details involved in the making of the horror sound content. Exploring innovative 

soundtracks gave me a new perspective on the ways in which composers and sound 

designers work on productions such as this. The sound is focusing on a distinct detail within 

the film. In this example the audio has been serving to represent the witch in the film; giving 

the character weight in the sound domain whilst keeping her mysterious presence from the 

visual medium to maintain the illusion of fear.  

 

 
 

7 Light is Calling, Online Video, Accessed 12th Mar 19, ‘https://vimeo.com/10171103’, user - Bill Morrison 
8https://www.independent.co.uk/arts-entertainment/films/features/the-witch-composer-mark-korven-interview-robert-eggers-horror-black-phillip-philip-glass-a7113236.html 
9 The Witch, Film on DVD, A24, United States, 2015 
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Creating the Visuals  
 

Using an old Nikon SLR (D70s), I went out to explore environments that would both be 

interesting to bring to life and would also benefit from being experienced with sound; field 

recording and music compositions. The process would begin with bringing the camera into 

the computer and selecting images that I was interested to work with. Following this would 

be importing the images to Adobe After Effects where more adjustments would be made; 

scale, colour correction, exposure and so forth. I like to work with underexposed images. It 

gives a kind of silhouette type look to the images, the outline is visible but the rest of the 

form is abstracted through this method.  After these things had been altered I took camera 

algorithm data from my video camera movement and applied it to the still images, effectively 

giving the static images the illusion of motion. This strange middle ground between 

movement and stillness is perfect for the sound content I intend to bring the pseudo 

movement to life with.  

 

 
Still Image Animation In Adobe After Effects 

 

 

The technique worked out well in the experiments tried. The addition of sound evokes a 

sense of what is happening beyond the frame. 
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Pixel Shifting 1  

 

Above is an image of a helicopter that has been abstracted through vertical pixel shifting, 

visually it is much more ambiguous as an object after pixel morphing. The sound could now 

give the impression of a different object, a creature; dragonfly or hornet. 

 

 

         Pixel Shifting 2 

 

 

In the above image of a man walking horizontally across the landscape, the same morphing 

technique has been applied in the right image. The man has been skewed into a sinister 

figure, only recognisable as a silhouette.The scene begs for an atmosphere to be injected 

through sound and/or foley for this newly spawned, ambiguous figure. The false reality 

created through such effects is only given weight through the considered addition and 

applicatication of sound. 
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Aesthetics / Visual Style 

I tried a wide range of styles in the experimentation phase. Some of which had a distinct 

digital aesthetic whilst others looked almost painterly. This was interesting because I didn't 

know it was possible to achieve such effects through digital means.  
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Visual Inspiration  

 

 

In experimental films, games and animations, the audio-visual relationships are approached 

in less conventional ways, lending themselves to new ideas for execution.This format lends 

itself to instruments as an outlet to express characters, environments and movements. 

Animated films such as the ones listed below have served to be immensely inspiring in the 

realisation of this project, not just for approaches to sound and music but also for visual style 

and use of texture.  
 
 

  
 PlayDead’s ’INSIDE’ Video Game          Final Project Horror Section Influence From INSIDE 10

 

 

 

The video game ‘INSIDE’ features a boy's struggle for survival against a human regime 

which is ambiguous throughout the story. The visual style of the game is absolutely amazing, 

with a minimalistic, graphic look which somehow also has so much clarity and resolution 
 

 

10 INSIDE, Video Game, 2016, Playdead, Copenhagen, Denmark  
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Embroidery of Voids - Daniel Crooks  11

 
The stitching together of these scenes is seamless. The sound changes accordingly, helping 

to paint the impression of each environment as we float from one to the next. The abstract 

simplicity of the video works to send you through these separate environments whilst staying 

immersed through the sounds ability to orientate us. I found this inspiring both visually and 

aurally. 

 

 

Waking Life  12

 

Using several artists, Waking Life has a shifting art style from scene to scene. I found this to 

be very interesting, most films or animations tend to have a consistent style, Take Light is 

Calling for example.  

 

11 https://vimeo.com/119904435,   accessed 19th Mar 19, user - Daniel Crooks 
 
12https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwix-aaxvujhAhUKCRoKHVCuAnIQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.th
efocuspull.com%2Ffeatures%2Ffresh-look-waking-life-2001%2F&psig=AOvVaw3RxTR-qz06uSySGx8kkvxn&ust=1556186942635021 - accessed 2nd Apr 19 
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Text Experimentation 

 

 

 

 

 
Written Passages & Implementation Into Project  

 

 

 

Using my written passages that had informed the structure and concept of the films material, 

I tried using the passages in the video as a visual element. 16mm film burn overlays were 

created through physically scratching and stretching the spool of film and overlaid in with the 

text from the written passages. I was happy with the outcome of this since it gave the 

abrasive aesthetic I had been searching for. The film takes these symbolic devices of time 

and technology as inspiration from Light is Calling (2004). The text is incorporated as a 

response or provocative device in some of the films phases, at times being unrecognisable 

and more of a transition device, the passages bring some fluidity to the collective experience 

and fragmented nature of the film. 
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Working Dynamic 
I kept all of my experiments in one folder, arranging this with sub folders which would 

partition sound effects, music images and moving image content. 

 

 

                       Studio Sound Arrangement Session                    Final Project Folder Management 

 

This folder was kept in dropbox so that I could access the computer on PC and Mac without 

problems in addition to the added safety benefits from keeping a local and internet based 

storage bank. Using the sound material I had recorded and created I would merge multiple 

files from each of the folders when in the experimentation phase. I tried to work on the sound 

content in 2hr intervals to keep a fresh perspective on my material. Taking walks and bike 

rides helped to influence new ideas as an added benefit taking a brief period away from the 

work. 

 

  
         Sound & Video Tests/Experimentation  

 

 

In the above image you can see a video file and 5 compositions that were created for the 

video. Although ordinarily I would go into logic and do the same process, I found that doing 

so using simple programs on the desktop was better for brainstorming and ideas in the initial 

phase. 
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Space 
I tried a variety of spaces to see how the film worked in the different environments. The initial 

proposal was intended to have the film displayed around the North Gallery in an enclosure 

that was surrounded by the resources used for the project. The project developed away from 

this and I began experimenting with the SDL which was an immersive space for the project, 

boasting the ability to setup sound in custom formats 5.1, 7.1 and more unorthodox speaker 

placements. 

 

 
SDL Space Tests 

After trying out some ideas there, I followed on to try out a new environment, the 

performance studio. 

 
            Performance Studio Floor Plan 
  

 

The space is unmistakably large, with a huge screen for projecting, it seemed a powerful 

space for the film to be situated, allowing as many people to come and go as they like. The 

speakers setup is not as good as the SDL so I’ll use the Mackie monitors in studio 1 to 

replace the static PA sound system currently housed in the space as the PA is not going to 

give the best definition to the sound which would hinder the final experience if not replaced. 
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Notes on Key Texts 
Sergei Eisenstein ‘A Statement’ 1928 

 

 

● Montage’s ability to strengthen the audio-visual relationship and interpretation from 

viewers. p.82 

 

● Talking films will be the first wave of commercial exploitation p.84 

 

● Non-synchronised audio will give the desired palpability to the stimuli p.84 

 

● Sounds domineering relationship with visual material p.83 

 

● Pre-empting the use of orchestral counterpoint alongside the moving image. p.84 

 

 

The text although written in the 1920s is very modern in its distinctions regarding the use of 

non-synchronised audio and commercial use of audio-visual material. An emphasis is placed 

on the use of non-synchronised audio in the text, the perfect sync of these elements creates 

a coherence that almost factual whereas the non-sync approach allows us to interpret 

through a vague association between sound and image. 

 

 

“In the first place there will be commercial exploitation of the most salable 

merchandise, TALKING FILMS. Those in which sound recording will proceed on a 

naturalistic leve, exactly corresponding with the movement on the screen, and 

providing a certain “illusion” of talking people, of audible objects” p.84 

 

 

__________________ 

S. Eisenstein, Pudovkin, Alexandrov: “A Statement” (1928) in: Weis, Elisabeth and John 

Belton (eds). Film Sound: Theory and Practice. Columbia University Press, New York, 1985: 

83-85 
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Beyond cinema: the art of projection. - Jäger, Joachim, Knapstein, Gabriele, Hüsch, 
Anette, Douglas, Stan 2006 

 

● The ability to use sound and image to give multiple perspectives into multiple 

characters coherently  p.29 

 

● The progression of currently considered ‘unorthodox’ modes of viewing moving 

image content to shape new experiences p.30 

 

● The video synthesizers birth and the creative possibilities that were opened up by 

Nam June Paik, Shuya Abe, Stephen Beck and Eric Siegel in 1969. p.38 

 

● The birth of the ‘new media’ allowing new possibilities in regards to storage, 

recording and playback of moving images. p.38 

 

● Recognition of the new digital medium’s contrasting immunity to the scratches and 

fading of a film reel. p.38 

The text is a very scientific approach to film with a prospective approach that is not dissimilar 

from an experiment in a lab. With the step back approach to thinking less as a creator and 

more as the viewer, the text is concerned with the many possible interpretations of 

experience, focusing mostly on multi-screen audio-visual content. Beyond cinema focuses 

on audio-visual material that is simply viewed but that tests the viewer, creating powerful 

experiences that stay with the viewer. The text recognises the power of the video 

synthesizers birth coupled with the birth of digital media’s new ability to create a permanent 

image untouched by the scratches and blemishes of the elements that wear down 16mm 

over time.  

“In the digital age, things have changed: analogue filmic works can be transferred 

onto digital media by means of film scanners. In consequence, silent Super-8 films, 

originally shown accompanied by live music, audiotape, or cassette recorders, 

achieve new levels of image quality in the form of DVDs, and soundtracks can even 

be added.” 

__________________ 

Jäger, Joachim, Knapstein, Gabriele, Hüsch, Anette and Douglas, Stan (2006)  Beyond 

cinema: the art of projection. Ostfildern: Hatje Cantz., 2006, pp.28-31 
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Narrative Film Music - Claudia Gorbman 1980 
 

 

● Creates awareness of directed listening where we as viewers choose to focus 

elsewhere p.183 

 

● recognises music as separate from other film roles simply due to the non-visual 

aspect of sound p.196 

 

● Hearing is considered more abstract than visual imagery as sounds are not always 

directly distinguishable whilst something in seen on screen is. p.184 

 

● The distinction between film music and “pure” music p.184 

 

● The variable responses to a simple segment of footage when various soundtrack 

approaches are executed and the way this inflicts upon the visual content. p.189 

 

This text focuses on the use of sound in the moving image realm. Throughout the text, 

Gorbman makes several distinctions regarding sound and narrative. One of which is the 

recognition that sound is not always immediately understood whereas visual content is, the 

categorisation of ‘pure music’ and film music and the necessity for sounds existence to 

accompany film with the role it plays in conveying information regarding the storyline and 

orientation, whether using the 19th century live modes of composition. Or the 20th centuries 

soundtrack added in permanence to the visual content. 

 

 

“ Music for silent films developed as an outgrowth of nineteenth century dramatic 

traditions. Further, in the silent film, music communicated narrative information that 

has since been restored to the province of dialogue and sound effects.” p.185  

 

 
___________________ 

C. Gorbman,. 'Narrative Film Music', Yale French Studies, vol. 60/no. 60, (1980), pp. 

183-203. 
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“Further changes could be brought on the theme in terms of instrumentation: imagine 

the difference in effect if the melody were performed on a solo violin (more pathos), a 

solo tuba (more humor), a large orchestra (overblown, Romantic excess). Changes in 

rhythm, as well as articulation (accents, phrasing,) each would have corresponding 

effects on the way we receive the diegetic information.” 

(Gorbman,1980)  13

 

After reading through some sound and moving image papers, hunting for inspiring theories 

or statements about audio-visual relationships. Claudia Gorbman’s paper gave me the 

impression that she is interested in the psychology of sound in addition to the ways in which 

we extract information from the given scene. The above quote raises the intricate 

considerations necessary for sound to undermine, contrast or exaggerate a scene. 
 

“Overall, these self-reflexive quotations demonstrate the internal consistency and 

distinctive personality of Herrmann’s work, a sign of artistic maturity rather than 

fatigue” 

(Smith, 2002)  14

 

Herrmann’s music was both criticised and praised by people alike. Whilst he was pushing to 

make a name for himself, some viewed his consistent style and ‘borrowings’ from previous 

scores to be dry and regurgitated, whilst others saw this as his unique style that made him 

the pioneer he was. 

 

Reading this was very powerful, as I came across the quote a light bulb lit up. The ruthless, 

lack of concern Herrmann had towards others opinions of him throughout his early days in 

composing and conducting, allowed him to be one of the most influential composers of our 

time. 

 

 
 
 

13 C. Gorbman, ' Narrative Film Music ', Yale French Studies, vol. 60/no. 60, (1980), p.191 
14 Steven C. Smith. A Heart at Fire’s Center The Life and Music of  Bernard Herrmann, University of California Press, (2002), 
p48 
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Challenges and Reflections 
 

 

Since the piece relied heavily on trying to evoking reactions, accumulating information on the 

responses and effects of sound with a given scene and documenting this was 

necessary.The feedback sessions throughout the duration of the project benefitted me and 

my work. To hear a variety of responses from people i.e tutors, students reactions to certain 

scenes/audio and constructive feedback where scenes didn't quite work was interesting to 

put lightly. All of these accounts were used as data for the development of my piece.  

 

I had challenges with my working approach to this film. I found it very tough to keep 

concrete/rigid concepts. The entire had project shifted from an installation into a moving 

image piece. So much time was spent experimenting with a/v material for this project. Any 

new idea would send me down into a new spectrum of possibilities. This was true of both 

music and video. I have thoroughly enjoyed exploring the evocative nature of paired 

audio-visual material. 

 

One thing I could learn in the future is to pin down and refine my ideas/material early on with 

projects such as this one. Doing this would allow me more time for space consideration and 

contingency planning. 
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